Hank the Cowdog’s music from the audiobooks are something that all Hank fans know and love! This wonderful collection of hilarious and sometimes touching songs is unmatched. Where else can you learn about coyote philosophy, buzzard lore, why your dog is protecting an old corncob, or how bugs compare to hot dog buns?

We have selected songs that are fun for students as they work on Ranch Life activities. All songs can be purchased on iTunes. For more information visit: http://www.hankthecowdog.com/music

**— BOOK 1: RANCHING AND LIVESTOCK —**

Activity 1: Don't Haul a Sick Dog in the Back of Your Car  
Activity 2: Chickens  
Activity 3: Eating Doesn't Have to be Fun  
Activity 4: Never Rope a Cow from the Hood of a Pickup  
Activity 5: What Good is a Flea or a Fly?  
Activity 6: The Drought Song  
Activity 7: Jerky Symphony in Nothing Flat  
Activity 8: Kicking My Dog Around  
Activity 9: Slim's Boring Song

**— BOOK 2: COWBOYS AND HORSES —**

Activity 1: Just Another Cowboy Day  
Activity 2: Sitting on the Porch in my Shorts  
Activity 3: Rotten Meat  
Activity 4: Saddle up Overture in C-Maybe  
Activity 5: Wild Plum Jelly  
Activity 6: I Have No Ambition  
Activity 7: Cowboy's Transfusion  
Activity 8: The Water is Wide  
Activity 9: You Have to Grow Up Boys

**— BOOK 3: RANCH WILDLIFE —**

Activity 1: I Will Never Eat Another Fishhook  
Activity 2: Buzzard Love  
Activity 3: Me Just a Worthless Coyote  
Activity 4: Hunting for a Bird Dog  
Activity 5: Cannibal Trash  
Activity 6: Leaving Home  
Activity 7: Ode to A Mother Skunk  
Activity 8: Porcupine Blues  
Activity 9: Chewing Plastic  
Activity 10: Bitten on the Nose  
Activity 11: Cats are Stupid  
Activity 12: Why Does A Pelican Look So Bizarre?